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CNH Industrial brand supports Brazil’s Air Force with vehicles for the Amazon 

Region 

 

Iveco, the CNH Industrial brand which designs, manufactures and markets a wide range of light, 

medium and heavy commercial vehicles, has supplied the Brazilian Air Force with ten medium range 

trucks. This important delivery will see Iveco vehicles assist the armed forces with its ongoing 

missions to protect the Amazon rainforest.  

 

Basildon, October 31, 2014 

 

Iveco, a brand of CNH Industrial N.V. (NYSE: CNHI / MI: CNHI), delivered 10 trucks to the Brazilian 

Aeronautical Commission this week. Delivery of the vehicles took place in Belém, the capital of Pará 

state. Representatives from Iveco and officials from the Commission participated in the handover. 

The vehicles will be operated through the Airport Commission of the Amazon Region – Comara. The 

Commission’s tasks oversee the design, construction and equipping of airports. Among the activities 

taking place at these airports are the ongoing military and civilian missions aimed at protecting the 

Amazon rainforest region.  

 

The vehicles that have been provided are models from the Iveco Tector Attack line, the latest 

medium range product offered by the brand in Latin America. Chosen for their versatility, these trucks 

will aid the Air Force in the execution of civil works assigned by Federal, State or Municipal 

government agencies.  

 

Built to provide high power, durability and cost-effectiveness, the Tector Attack is a multiple recipient 

of the “Best Truck” title for Brazil’s medium range market. The award is conferred annually by the 

AutoData publishing group, which consists of major specialised automotive industry publications 

such as AutoData, Transpodata and the AutoData Agency. Both a comfortable and efficient mode of 

on-road transport, this versatile vehicle can be customised for a range of different missions from 

smaller commercial deliveries to the transport of crops such as grain. 

 

Iveco first began commercial and manufacturing activities in Brazil in 1997. CNH Industrial employs 

over 10,000 people in the country and operates facilities in Sete Lagoas, Belo Horizonte, Curitiba, 

Cuiaba, Nova Lima, Sorocaba and Piracicaba that make a full product spectrum from light, medium 

and heavy commercial vehicles, engines, defence vehicles, agricultural machinery and construction 

equipment. This significant delivery marks yet another fruitful collaboration between the company 

and the nation’s public sector services.  
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CNH Industrial N.V. (NYSE: CNHI /MI: CNHI) is a global leader in the capital goods sector with established industrial 

experience, a wide range of products and a worldwide presence. Each of the individual brands belonging to the 

Company is a major international force in its specific industrial sector: Case IH, New Holland Agriculture and Steyr for 

tractors and agricultural machinery; Case and New Holland Construction for earth moving equipment; Iveco for 

commercial vehicles; Iveco Bus and Heuliez Bus for buses and coaches; Iveco Astra for quarry and construction 

vehicles; Magirus for firefighting vehicles; Iveco Defence Vehicles for defence and civil protection; and FPT Industrial for 

engines and transmissions. More information can be found on the corporate website: www.cnhindustrial.com 
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